For a field K and a positive integer e let Ne(K) be the set of all e-tuples
Introduction
Our topic in this paper is the group-theoretic behavior of elements of the absolute Galois group of a Hilbertian field which are chosen at random. We continue the study that has been initiated in [ J] and extended by Chatzidakis [C] . Indeed our main results can be viewed as completing those of [C] .
We denote the absolute Galois group of a field Kby G(K). Equip G(K) with the normalized Haar measure/z. For each positive integer e use/z also for the Haar measure of G(K)L Abbreviate an e-tuple (oh,..., at) of elements of G(K) by ~ and let (o') be the closed subgroup of G(K) generated by al,..., ere.
Denote the fixed field of a in the algebraic closure/(ofKby/((a). Let F~ be the free profinite group on e generators.
THEOREM A (The free generators theorem [FJ, Thm. 16.13 
]). Let K be a Hilbertian field. Then ( a) _~ Fefor almost all aE G(K)L
Consider the centralizer C6trjC o') and the normalizer Nctx)Co) of Co) in G(K). Our main objects of investigation are the following subsets of G(K)e:
For Hilbertian fields there is a simple connection between Ce(K) and N~(K).
LEMMA B. IfK is a Hilbertian field, then for each e >_-1, Ne(K) is contained in Ce(K) up to a set of measure O.

PROOF. Consider aE G(K) e such that Ca) --F~. It is well known that the center of/~ coincides with F~ if e = 1 but is trivial if e _-> 2 [FJ, Cor. 24.8].
Hence if aENe(K) and Ca) ~ Fe, then a~Ce(K). Indeed, if z-'az = a, then r ~ (a). So z belongs to the center of Ca) which coincides with Ca) for e = 1 and is trivial if e > 2. Thus Lemma B is a consequence of Theorem A.
•
The first result about Ce(K) (Theorem D) is valid for each K involved in Theorem C. It turns out that further generalization of Theorem E depends upon the roots
